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At the end of a special paper on these peculiar series Forstemann said
in 1905: “May someone check me and correct me where I err, but investigate
further in this young science wherever I am right. Because I work almost
singly and hear scarcely any applause or criticism from the few who are so
qualified T”

 Now I did check up Forstemann’s calculations and proposed emendations,
and I am able to adjust them; but I do not yet feel capable of going furthei
to explain the numbers and dates involved in the series. There may be, how
ever, other co-workers whose special studies border on the line of the subject
exemplified by the Serpent Numbers and who, on the basis of the acceptable
rectifications here offered, may find a meaning in these long arithmetical expres
sions and their starting and terminal dates. In any case it is sound scientific

 method to begin with the examination and critique of source-material as the
first step for the solution of such a problem. The saneness of this principle
becomes evident when we look at Forstemann’s inferences and speculations,
 based on data either unemended or erroneously rectified. All his explanations
and conclusions are necessarily wrong, and much time was wasted in tedious
calculations which are absolutely valueless.

There are in all five Serpents, each above two dates in the Dresden
Codex; four form a connective series on pages 61 and 62, while the fifth occurs
alone on page 69. We omit this fifth case from consideration here because
firstly its two month-dates are almost completely destroyed and secondly the

 dates are different from the first four Serpents, belonging to another set of
calculations.

Our material, then, will be limited to the numerical expressions and
calendrical dates found immediately above, below and in the folds of the four
serpents with mythical beings on pages 61 and 62 of the Dresden Codex. These
data are reproduced in Table I, omitting the symbolic adornments and spacing
each serpent-set from the other for the sake of clarity.1***5

1 »Möge jemand mir nachrechnen und, wo ich irre, mich verbessern, wo ich aber
recht habe, rüstig in dieser jungen Wissenschaft weiterforschen. Denn ich arbeite fast
einsam und vernehme kaum Beifall oder Tadel von den wenigen, die dazu berufen wären.“
Ernst Förstemann, Die Schlangenzahlen der Dresdener Mayahandschrift. Das Weltall
5 : 200. Berlin 1905.
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